The Truth about
about Galahad and Punternet.com

Introduction
On 30 September 2009, Harriet Harman British MP, in a speech to the British Labour Party
Conference called for the closure of the website Puntenet.com.1

"It is truly degrading and puts women at risk," she said. "Punternet has pages and pages of
US
women for sale in London. But Punternet is based in California so I ve raised it with the U
S
Ambassador to London and I've called on California s governor Arnie Schwarzenegger to
close it down. Surely it can t be too difficult for the Terminator to terminate Punternet and
that s what I am demanding that he does."
The response from Punternet.com was:

Dear Mrs. Harman,
I have a few points to make regarding your recent remarks regarding my website and your
fantastic demand that the Governor of California close it down.
Firstly, PunterNet is not violating any laws. If it were, then surely the many websites
catering to the US prostitution scene (where sex for pay is almost completely illegal) would
already have been closed down.
In the USA, there is a concept called

freedom of speech

which is considered the

most important personal right guaranteed by the Constitution. It exists specifically to
prevent the sort of abuse of power that you are attempting. The Governor (indeed, even the
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http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/punter-net-prostitutes-thankharriet-harman-for-publicity-boost-1796759.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2009/sep/30/harriet-harman-arnold-schwarzeneggerprostitution
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/8282626.stm

President) has no authority with which to shut down a perfectly lawful enterprise such as
PunterNet.
PunterNet was not the first, and is certainly not the only, website in the UK with the same
subject matter. Rather than creating the demand for commercial sex, sites like PunterNet
are a response to that demand, which has existed since the dawn of mankind and certainly
long before the advent of the Internet!
One of the missions of PunterNet is education

to provide information and guidance in

hopes that the commercial sex scene is limited to consenting adults and those who choose
of their own free will to engage in it.
If sites like this one did not exist, and if prostitution were outlawed, then it would effectively
be handed to organised crime on a platter

just as happened with liquor during Prohibition.

If, on the other hand, sexwork is recognised as a legitimate, honourable profession, then
there will be no market for the criminal elements, and the truly despicable aspects of the
scene such as sex slavery and trafficking will die out. Surely that is a far more desirable
goal than driving it back underground where it will then consist only of criminals and
victims?
In closing, I would like to thank you for the huge influx of traffic to my website which your
actions have caused. I am sure that the ladies who are a part of the PunterNet community
thank you as well, as they will no doubt benefit financially from the many new clients who
might otherwise never have found them.2

Second Press Release
A second press release was issues bu Galahad on 2 October 2009:

I have had a large number of queries from various news agencies over the past day, too
many to write each one a personal reply, so I am posting this instead.
Regarding claims that PunterNet "degrades" and "exploits" women:
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Most definitely not! As it says on the home page, "This web site aims to promote better
understanding between customers and ladies in hopes that everyone may benefit, with less
stressful, more enjoyable and mutually respectful visits." Anyone actually reading the site
can see that the atmosphere here is one of camaraderie, not degradation!
Participation on this site is 100% voluntary. If a particular lady or agency chooses not to
have reviews published here, their wishes are respected - unlike on many restaurant review
sites.
Regarding claims that sites like this promote trafficking and sex slavery:
Again, exactly the opposite is true! The sort of low-lifes who engage in such despicable
activities would not dare subject themselves to the scrutiny of being discussed in an open
forum such as this one. The people who use this site (and the many others like it) are
decent folk and would not hesitate to make that call to Crimestoppers if they suspected
something was not right. So, sites like PunterNet are helping to REDUCE trafficking and
slavery, which is what the Government claims to want to accomplish. Whatever one may
think personally about sexworkers and their clients, we should all be working together in
furtherance of that goal, by promoting a political and legal climate in which consenting
adults can conduct their private business in a safe, clean, and respectful environment.
Why is Mrs. Harman picking on PunterNet when there are so many other, similar websites
in the UK?
That is an excellent question! Considering the many high-profile escort directory sites, the
thousands of websites belonging to escort agencies, massage parlours, and independent
ladies, not to mention all the other discussion/review websites, how PunterNet came to be
singled out is something of a mystery. Perhaps it was the fact that Mrs. Harman and her
misguided beliefs were previously discussed here in a negative light. If that is the reason,
she will have to close the entire Internet after this latest fiasco!
How much extra traffic did you get on 30 September, the day the story first broke?
Just over 2.7 million hits, more than double the daily average. Here's the graph from my
server statistics for September:
http://www.punternet.com/daily_usage_200909.png

[The image for this is:

The Media Response
Many articles have been written in response to the call for the website to be closed.
Jerome Taylor of The Independent wrote:
Prostitutes who use a website to advertise their services to punters have thanked Harriet
Harman for giving them a free publicity boost when she called for the site s closure earlier
this week.
During her speech to the Labour Party Conference on Wednesday the equalities minister
challenged California s governor Arnold Schwarzenegger to shut down Punter Net, a USbased website that allows British prostitutes to advertise themselves and the men who use
them to rate their experiences.

Her calls received thunderous applause from inside the conference hall but some
organisations that represent sex workers, such as the English Collective of Prostitutes,
have argued that any attempt to ban such sites would simply push the sex industry further
underground and make the buying and selling of sex more dangerous.
Now a number of independent escorts who use Punter Net
online forums for prostitutes and punters

which is one of just a many

say they have been inundated with new requests

from clients who were previously unaware of the site s existence until Ms Harman publicly
named them.
Laura Lee, an escort who works out of her flat in Glasgow, was just one of a number of sex
workers who said the call to ban Punter Net had actually led to an increase in business.
Speaking to the Independent today she said: Harriet Harman has managed to do in one
day what I ve been trying to do for six months, which is increase the traffic to my personal
website. Normally I would expect about two to three hundred hits a day but now it s more
like 820. The vast majority of gentlemen contacting me had never heard of Punter Net until
this week.
Another escort, who goes by the name of Dollymopp and entertains clients at a luxury flat in
the Borough area of London, wrote on one of the Punter Net forums: Just back from a
[shopping] trip?logged in to mail, was wondering why I had so many hits, requests to meet
up, and definitely more than my usual. Fabulous. Thanks HH!
The creator of the website, who uses the name Galahad and is thought to be a British expat
living abroad, also said Punter Net had benefited from the deputy leader s comments.
In a statement posted on the website he wrote a personal letter to Ms Harman which
ended: I would like to thank you for the huge influx of traffic to my website which your
actions have caused. I am sure that the ladies who are a part of the Punter Net community
thank you as well, as they will no doubt benefit financially from the many new clients who
might otherwise never have found them.
He also said his forum encouraged punters to report underage or trafficked women to the
authorities. One of the missions of PunterNet is education - to provide information and
guidance in hopes that the commercial sex scene is limited to consenting adults and those
who choose of their own free will to engage in it, he said.

The Minister for Women and Equality, however, firmly disagrees, calling Punter Net a
sinister and truly degrading website which represented the ultimate commodification of
women . Because the website is hosted on an American server based in California, she has
turned to former Hollywood actor turned state governor Schwarzenegger to close it down
although bloggers have questioned whether he would be able to or even whether the site is
breaking US or British law.
A number of sex workers writing on the site have also defended online forums, which they
say have allowed working girls to advertise without the need for pimps and allow sex
workers to warn each other about abusive clients operating in their area.
Inna Suomi, a Finnish escort who works out of her home on the outskirts of West London,
said: [Punter Net] actually enables women to work without pimps because we can make
ourselves available without having to use an agency or club. We control where and when
we work and we control who we agree to see. Without PN and sites like it we would have to
use systems and environments that lend themselves to abuse and exploitation.
Laura Lee added: I think what Ms Harman has found particularly objectionable is the way
our clients are able to review us. But what she has failed to understand is that these
reviews are incredibly useful to the girls. A good review on a website like Punter Net results
in a marked number of people requesting our services. It is to working girls what a Michelin
Star is to a restaurant.
Other working girls, however, are critical of Punter Net and chose not to post on the
website. One professional escort who contacted The Independent but askled not to be
named said: Quite a few of us simply won t use Punter Net, there s a lot that goes on
behind closed doors on the website that we don t agree with. I would also question how
seriously they really take the whole report a trafficked girl ethos.
Last night Ms Harman said she remained determined to try and shut the website down. I
am against exploitative websites such as Punternet, she said. They should be ashamed of
themselves for boasting about how they degrade women and I am determined to shut them
down .
Trafficing

The Truth

Punternet is aiding and abetting the trafficking of young girls and forcing them into prostitution
against their will. The BBC have written about the real situation:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/8393336.stm

Who is Galahad?

Source: http://ohmatilda.blogspot.com/
Galahad is Oliver H Beaven. A UK born national who has emigrated to the US. DOB is unknown
Home address is:
8374 State Route 503 S
Camden, OH 45311.
Cellular: 937-787-3732

Ham Radio Licence: KC8TEP

See: http://www.qrz.com/fcc/2007-03-15.08:00:00.html
15.08:00:00.html

Address listed is:

KC8TEP

Beaven, Oliver H [fcc
fcc uls listing]
listing
(technician)
Oliver H Beaven
2312 Far Hills Ave #141
Dayton, OH 45419
See: http://www.oaprs.net/search/KC8TEP
The above address is the address for the Dayton Adult Store
Dayton Adult SuperStore
2312 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton, OH, United States
(800) 681-1927
daytonadultstore.com
See:
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps/place?cid=1
id=17613584234447828853&q=2312+Far+Hills+Ave,+D
,+Dayton,+Montgomery,
+Ohio+45419,+United+States&hl=en&cd=2&
=2&cad=src:pplink&ei=GZAqS_SKCMySjAf157z3CA

Pilots licence:
Aircraft Information

N Number
(The nationality and registration markings of U.S. registered
aircraft.)

N97553

Registrant Name

Oliver H Beaven
(available with

Registered Address

data download)

Registrant Description
(Individual, Partnership, Corporation, Co-Owned, Government)

Individual

Certificate Issue Date
(Date the Aircraft Registration Branch issued the Certificate of
Aircraft Registration, AC Form 8050-3. Note: If registered based
on a dealer's certificate, "None" will appear in this field.)

04/06/2009
N-Number
Assigned and

Registration Status

Registered

Aircraft Type
(The classification of an aircraft based on construction and
method of operation (glider, balloon, blimp/dirigible, fixed wing or Fixed Wing Single
rotorcraft).)

Engine

Aircraft Manufacturer

CESSNA

Aircraft Model

182Q

Year Manufactured
(Year the aircraft was manufactured based on information shown
on the Application for Airworthiness Certificate, FAA Form 8130- 1979

6. This is not necessarily the model year.)
Serial Number
(The unique number assigned by the manufacturer/builder. )

18267129

Aircraft Transponder Code
(Eight digit transponder address code assigned to each U.S.
Registration Number as part of the Mode Select Beacon System
(Mode S). Sometimes referred to as the ICAO address code.)

53314533

AirAir-Worthiness Date

07/19/1979

Engine Type Description
(The type of engine(s) installed on the aircraft (none,
reciprocating, turbo-prop, turbo-shaft, turbo-jet, turbine-fan,
ramjet, 2 cycle, 4 cycle)

Reciprocating

Engine Manufacturer

CONT MOTOR

Engine Model

O-470 SERIES

See: http://www.aircraftone.com/aircraft.asp?tn=N97553
Aircraft: CESSNA 182Q (Fixed wing single engine, Category: Land, Seats: 4, Weight: Up to 12,499
Pounds, Speed: 112 mph), Engine: CONT MOTOR O-470 SERIES (230 HP) (Reciprocating)
N-Number: 97553 , Serial Number: 18267129, Year manufactured: 1979, Airworthiness Date: 07/19/1979
Registrant (Individual): Oliver H Beaven, 8374 State Route 503 S, Camden, OH 45311
Read more: http://www.city-data.com/aircrafts/air-Camden-Ohio.html#ixzz0ZyeNpQ94

See: http://www.city-data.com/aircrafts/air-Camden-Ohio.html

Amazon Profile:
See: http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3CBTKYS266T6J

BBC.co.uk

Comment on Louise Woodward criminal case:
I am pleased that the case is finally finished and that Louise can now return home. I have no opinion
regarding her probable guilt or innocence; after all, I was not present at the trial and did not have access to
the evidence and witnesses. In any case, I do not believe that society would be served by keeping Louise
in prison and effectively making her into a true criminal. Her life has already been irrevocably destroyed, as
she will be followed and hounded by the press for many years to come; everything she does from getting a
new job to eventually having a child of her own will be made public. That, I believe, is every bit as bad as a
prison sentence, and possibly worse, as it has no time limit.

Oliver Beaven, British citizen living in US

See: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/114152.stm
The £5,000 reward
For a website with hundreds of thousands of posts views of the forum, and thousands of posts and
users, it is really strange thet there is no reply to the following post:
£5000 reward
A reward of £5000 is offered for information leading to the successful prosecution of, and recovery
of actual and punitive damages from: The escort formerly known as Brynn Lamont, aka Jennifer
Remi. This action is now being pursued solely against "Brynn Lamont" on the basis of recently
received information. The charges are libel, defamation, hate speech/advocating violence, and
violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. The information requested includes real
names, current whereabouts, present employers, etc. All communications received will be treated
with the strictest confidence.
G
Source:
http://punternet.com/forum/showthread.php?s=26b697f2a570fbd5f513ff46c8570a78&p=382870#p
ost382870

Source: http://brynnthewitch.blogspot.com/
Brynn Lamont is an ex-prostitute with an alleged history of mental problems. Shen went on to
threaten and abuse another prostitute

Princess Kama, London UK.

Kama writes:
Who was behind the Hate Campaign that was threatening you? After many weeks Brynn
Lamont an escort with arrests for pandering/pimping and with a known mental health
problem has been exposed as the person seeking to hurt me while also trying to exploit my
name for their own profit. She uses my name to attract people to her web site so she can
try and direct them towards women she controls. She has previously placed hate stories on
her various websites and tried to link me to Al-qaeda. This woman has been banned from
various ISP and Message Boards because of her Hate Speech. She constantly makes
unsubstantiated and incredible allegations in the hope of attracting people to her advertising
sites, she also uses the message boards to solicit new young escorts so she might pimp
them in London. The truth about Brynn Lamont. If you would like to listen to her threatening
to have me raped and murdered click on the links below:
See; http://www.princesskama.com/faq.html

The Wife
Age: 45-49

Source: http://www.myspace.com/prbm
Michelle is an ex-prostitute.
See email about here flat when she was moving to the US:
The copies of emails (Kindly forwarded to me today by Jezabel)
>>From: Galahad <spd@punternet.com>>>To:oggysbabe@hotmail.com>>Subject: Hello>>Date: Sun, 05
Jun 2005 10:01:43 -0400>>>>Hi Jean,>>>>Hope you are well and that business is booming (or is that
"banging"?) I >>am helping Mxxxxxx wrap up her affairs before moving to the USA (please >>keep that
confidential though) and had a couple of questions for you >>regarding the Waltham Cross flat. Mxxxxxx
needs to get the flat and all >>of the bills out of her name completely. Could you please get whatever
>>forms you need from the council and get that process started, then I >>suppose she will have to meet you
to sign everything. Or does she need to >>contact them herself? I'm not sure how these things work. Also,
please >>confirm that all the rents, rates, council taxes etc. are paid up to date.>>>>Thanks very much,
hope we get a chance to meet for coffee and a chat again >>sometime soon.>>>>G

Her MySpace page reads:

Welcome to Pure Romance by Michelle
Hello and WELCOME to my MySpace! I am Michelle, I am from England and live in the middle of
nowhere, a rural county near Dayton, Ohio. I am 28, and have the greatest job in the world! I get
paid to party.
Back in 2001, I met my now husband online. We kind of stumbled into our relationship. Neither of
us was looking for love. We started chatting and decided to get together for a little vacation. So,
each of us flew into San Francisco airport, me from England and him from Ohio. We drove up to
Reno for some fun. Once we each got home, we realized there was more to this than friendship so
we started a long distance relationship!
4 years of traveling across the Atlantic 3 or 4 times a year, and it just got too hard to say goodbye
at the end of our trips. So, in 2005, Oliver asked me to marry him. Come July, I moved over here
to Ohio, and in September, we got married. I'm not going to pretend it was easy going, as it wasn't.
I had left all my friends and family behind in England and we had to wait for my immigration to be
approved. This meant I wasn't allowed to work, I couldn't drive and I was completely dependent on
my new Husband.
Once I had my papers and permissions, I learned to drive and found

a job as a nanny to

an adorable little boy and his older sister. I loved this, and when the arrangement
came to an end, I was heartbroken. I decided I couldn't do that again, and with my husbands
schedule, a 9-5 job was incompatible with our lifestyle.
So, when I found out about Direct Sales, it seemed perfect. The first company I signed up with just
didn't work out. When I was invited to a Pure Romance party, I was kind of skeptical, but boy was I
proven wrong! I found the party to be very classy and fun.
January 2008 found me starting my brand new business as a Pure Romance consultant and it has
turned out to be the best decision of my life! I am a completely different person now. I have
confidence, independence and, most of all, financial stability. My business is growing and I have a
large social group of friends!
If you can relate to any of this, or would like the opportunity to turn your life around, please call me,

and we can discuss some options for you. I would love to help you have the life you wish for and
deserve!

===
Pure Romance:
Employees two people and has a $70k turnover
(see http://www.manta.com/coms2/dnbcompany_zqm1v)
Pure Romance by Michelle
937-750-2876
michelle@thetoylady.info
Registrant:
Michelle Beaven
8374 St Rt 503s
Camden, Ohio 45311
United States
Registered through: GoDaddy.com, Inc. (http://www.godaddy.com)
Domain Name: THETOYLADY.INFO
Created on: 05-May-09
Expires on: 05-May-10
Last Updated on: 05-May-09
Administrative Contact:
Beaven, Michelle michellebeaven@pureromance.com
8374 St Rt 503s
Camden, Ohio 45311
United States
(937) 750-2876
Technical Contact:
Beaven, Michelle michellebeaven@pureromance.com
8374 St Rt 503s
Camden, Ohio 45311
United States
(937) 750-2876

Oh Matilda Blog
This is the text:
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2005

THREATS, THREATS AND EVEN MORE THREATS

Oh dear, so the folks responsible for hacking my sites come back the moment I mention
Sunni Tara as if I need more proof of her involvement. Just a reminder of how much they
want my sites gone. Here is an email they sent right at the begining. This is after they told me
they knew who I was and where to find my family.

Date:
Mon, 24 Oct 2005 14:43:40 -0400 [01:43:40 PM CDT]
From:
_javascript:open_compose_win('to=AnonymousMailer@beHidden.com&thismailbox=brynnlamont.com/b
rynn/inbox');
To:
_javascript:open_compose_win('to=brynn@brynnlamont.com&thismailbox=brynnlamont.com/brynn/inb
ox');
Subject:
it is not too late
Headers:
Show All Headers
http://brynnlamont.com:2082/horde/services/go.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sunnewsonline.comYou
can stop all of this. You know what you must do. You can say your IPS has dumped your site or there was a
DoS attack or whatever, but the crap must go.Your Uncle's career would never survive the scandal and you
brother ********** career would be blighted, so just do the right thing.
POSTED BY OH MATILDA! AT 10:32 AM 0 COMMENTS

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF POOR WHITE TRASH

I see the wretched cunt from Ilford, Sunni Tara the former moderator on Punternet had the nerve to post on
the Nadia Imani replacement hate board a message to me asking why I never contacted her about any
problem I may have with her. Apparently she had only noticed my sites were back up.

Sunni, who the fuck do you, think you are? Me come to you? About what? Just because the fickle deviants
that posted on the Punternet message board think you are some kind of High Priestess. Listen, you own a

brothel in not a nice part of town. Your girls fuck for as little as £30. Out of that they see less than half of it.
In other words just to make what even a £150 an hour escort make they have to fuck at least ten sweaty
creeps. They often have to fuck more than that. Face it, the clientele is a little on the shabby and destitute
side. Listen girl, the closest thing, these degenerates are nothing other than whore hags. They have a thing
about whores, stupid as it sounds they are fascinated about every thing to do with whores. Where whores
live, how whores live, their boy friends, husband’s, children, food they eat, even what they shit. They can’t
play grab ass with the girls at work and wont have the nerve to approach other girls, but they feel safe on
whore message boards where the whores grateful for any attention they can get, will gravitate to them.

You were happy enough to be a moderator on two message boards that posted shit about people, laughed at
a white escort for having mixed race children, tormenting her and others, allowing racist remarks and
harassing my family. Listen my view has never changed about you, you are just a cheap two bit East London
bleached blond with roots showing, old slapper who probably doesn’t even know who fathered her 4
bastards.

Your post the other day about being gagged and rapped. Isn’t it a shame, maybe someone should get hold of
you gag you, rape you until you die with your eyes wide open.
POSTED BY OH MATILDA! AT 6:45 AM 1 COMMENTS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2005

PUNTERNET MESSAGE BOARD IS GONE!

The message board owned by the very corrupt Oliver Beavan aka Galahad is no
more. He shut it down for 48 hours temporarily and then announced it would be no
more. Punternet message board was the first of it's kind in the UK, it's what others
tried to recreate, but it always remained the largest with the most resource
regarding the prostitution business in the UK. The rest of the site including the
reviews of escorts/parlours etc., in the UK has remained.
To hear the peeps that visit it talk, you think it's only recently that the cesspool of
Paedophiles and degenerates only got nasty. It has always been a tasteless tacky
message board, where people's could indulge themselves, where women were talked
of and about no different from the way you talk about objects. It also facilitated the
evil people who trafficked women from all over the world which was only
encouraged by the inadequate men whose used it as a playground to to show off and
brag about ladies they supposedly brought to orgasm (if only they knew they were
sounds most prostitutes made to either stop themselves from either laughing or
crying). It was a place where deviants hung out trying to find new escorts with litte
experience. A new girl posting would be bombarded with "kindly" men offering help

in building their websites, photographic help, driving them, promises of good
reviews and introduction to a group of men who would further their "careers". Some
times the girls would be bullied if they didn't comply. Many either didn't want a
"bad" reputation or where too green about the business to do anything and just went
along.
Here is an example: Earlier this year a girl new to the business began posting.
Actually it was me posting as her since she was in the process of moving and was
waiting for her broadband connection. I had given her a run down of the business,
how it worked and and what and what not to do. Even introduced her to a
photographer, one of the posters a former moderator of the board, Rod Boreland
who used the screen name Blackcoot. Hey Rod nice try! You tried to discredit me of a
message board you know I could defend myself on because I've been banned and a
place where I have enemies. All because you knew you'd been sending unblurred
photos to your group of fellow deviants. You had a habit of ingratiating yourself new
gals and pushed your luck with the younger inexperienced ones. Just to show folks
the "cloat" you had on Punternet message board here are some.
1st email
From: alistair.davenport@zoom.co.uk Add to Address Book Add Mobile Alert To: *******Subject:
It would help if yoiu responded to your mails, dear Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2005 22:50:15 +0100 VERY
rude DeleteReplyForwardSpamMove...
2nd email
From: alistair.davenport@zoom.co.uk Add to Address Book Add Mobile Alert To:
"******" <***********> Subject: I'm s member of a punters' group and FIVE other guys
are pissed off with you Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2005 18:24:08 +0100 You'll get a reputation
for being unreliable, luvI'm going to mail Rod and tell him what I think of you
3rd email
From:
alistair.davenport@zoom.co.uk Add to Address Book Add Mobile Alert
To:
"********" <*************>
Subject:
Re: I'm s member of a punters' group and FIVE other guys are pissed off with you
Date:

Fri, 29 Jul 2005 05:21:37 +0100
Yet you were able to reply to my mails. Are you thick or something?
(some guys are just so dumb)
This is just some of their shenenigans. More later.
POSTED BY OH MATILDA! AT 5:47 AM 1 COMMENTS

THE HACKING OF MY SITES (taken from another site I originally posted on)

People, you may have noticed a lot of fuss about me of late. I am scheduled to do a radio interview on
Kerrang this evening and there are people within the community who don't want me to talk. A flurry of
blogs and various sites went up in the panic and obviously because my *ahem* reputation preceedes me and
because it is so easy to believe what you read on line some people assumed it was the thruth. I have never
been abused sexually in my life nor has any of my siblings. A lot of the information were half truths from
one person who knew a little wincey bit about me but not enough to publish anything concrete. For example
there were no up to date facts such as my name or where I live.My sites will be up by tomorrow as I do have
back up. The local police were already involved on the harraement issues and names and other information
of some members of the message boards were handed in already, but now they have involved the coputer
crimes department because of the hacking. This includes Galahad who owns the punternet site. Galahad
and others have for a long time supported the sick vile sex slave trafficking. One only has to look at the
reviews on his site. In fact recently a few of the same brothels reviewed have been raided where in some
cases under age girls as well as slaves were being pimped. Rod Borland aka Blackcoot has created a scene,
all this after me privately texting and emailing him to let him know that he has been included as a suspect
as he was the only one to have unblurred pics of me. More to come about him and all the huffing and
puffing on line about me being such a bad person will help.It's a glorious warm Autumn day in London and
I'll have to step away from the PC for a good while. I will however not be traveling this afternoon to do the
interview on Kerrang radio (which can be heard on line) but will have to do a short phone one with a new
date being set soon for my apprearance at the studio. Oh and I'll be on the Tim Shaw Asylum Show. A lot of
people are very scared and even those who I didn't think were so deep into things are now showing their
true colours and leaving way to much evidence nowI no longer work as an escort and have nothing to fear.
Here is a cathed page of something that was featured on one of my
sites.http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?p=devadasi+adult+avenue&prssweb=Search&ei=UTF8&fl=0&vst=0&vs=www.adult-avenue.co.uk&u=www.adultavenue.co.uk/devadasi.htm&w=devadasi+adult+avenue&d=HSuN0GFULkSA&icp=1&.intl=usMore to
come!Please excuse my spelling errors, I'm in a rush and no time to check.
POSTED BY OH MATILDA! AT 5:39 AM 0 COMMENTS

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 04, 2005

GALAHAD (Oliver Beavan)AND THE STORY OF PUNTERNET...Why he will be hearing from the IRS in
Britain and hopefully law enforcement in the United States.

Oliver Beaven is being included in all this because he knowingly allowed those responsible to post their vile
lies undisturbed on his site.

Galahad the owner of the UK's Leading escort review site is nothing but a low life sleaze bag who often
frequents the home of kiddie fiddlers....Thailand. He also posts by the same name on the Big doggie, the US
equivalent to Punternet, although he has denied being the same man. An arrogant man to say the least, now
lives in Kettering, Ohio and from what I can gather, an American citizen. I say this because he has a gun
license which you can not have if not an American citizen and belongs to several clubs including this one
http://twg-ohio.org/ which he is also the webmaster.

To cheap to find a more convinent way for the ladies to pay the monthly advertising, he has escorts and
agencies paying the £8 monthly fee into a Bank account belonging to Michelle Milson or M. Milson as we
are instructed to do. Michelle is a former prostitute he took up with here in the UK and she has recently
joined him in Ohio and works as a paid skivvy (a live in nanny). I wonder if she told the visa dpartment at
the American Embassy that she was a prostitute. They have a thing about moral turputide and prostitution
is one.

Michelle and Galahad recently had a falling out with Jean a pimp who owns a brothel in Luton (a place
you'd rather forget) because of money she owed Michelle. Galahad withdrew her reviews until she and
Nadia Imani posted the emails on a message board. The reviews were reinstated and the emails were taken
down. Nadia couldn't help sending them to me: Here are the emails.

The copies of emails (Kindly forwarded to me today by Jezabel)
>>From: Galahad <spd@punternet.com>>>To:oggysbabe@hotmail.com>>Subject: Hello>>Date: Sun, 05
Jun 2005 10:01:43 -0400>>>>Hi Jean,>>>>Hope you are well and that business is booming (or is that
"banging"?) I >>am helping Mxxxxxx wrap up her affairs before moving to the USA (please >>keep that
confidential though) and had a couple of questions for you >>regarding the Waltham Cross flat. Mxxxxxx
needs to get the flat and all >>of the bills out of her name completely. Could you please get whatever
>>forms you need from the council and get that process started, then I >>suppose she will have to meet you
to sign everything. Or does she need to >>contact them herself? I'm not sure how these things work. Also,
please >>confirm that all the rents, rates, council taxes etc. are paid up to date.>>>>Thanks very much,
hope we get a chance to meet for coffee and a chat again >>sometime
soon.>>>>G_________________________________________________________________
____________----- Original Message ----- From: "Jean xxxxxxx" <oggysbabe@hotmail.com>To:
<jean@jezabells.com>Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 12:20 PMSubject: FW: Re: Hello
>>>From: Galahad <spd@punternet.com>>>To: Jean xxxxxx <oggysbabe@hotmail.com>>>Subject: Re:
Hello>>Date: Sun, 12 Jun 2005 09:23:04 -0400>>>>Hi.. You are no doubt aware of the situation

regarding the Waltham Cross >>flat, and of Jean's despicable treatment of Mxxxxx, who considered her a
>>trusted friend.>>>>The reports for Jezabells will be restored, and new ones accepted once >>again, as
soon as Mxxxxxx has received the £5,500 she is owed. Or, you >>can pay the money directly to the council
to clear up the arrears of rent >>and council tax and let me know when that has been done.>>>>Please take
care of this ASAP so we can all put this matter behind us and >>move on.>>>>Regards,>>>>G>>>>Jean
xxxxxxx wrote:>>>>>Hello Galahad>>>I am now running Jezabells for Jean, can you please tell me why
all of >>>Jezabells field reports have been removed.>>>>>>The business is still running and the girls who
have field reports are >>>still working here.>>>>>>Thanks xxxxxx ( Jean's sister )>>>>>>>From:
Galahad <spd@punternet.com>>>>>To:oggysbabe@hotmail.com>>>>Subject: Hello>>>>Date: Sun, 05
Jun 2005 10:01:43 -04>>>
_________________________________________________________________________
_____
----- Original Message ----- From: "Jean Hughes" <oggysbabe@hotmail.com>To:
<jean@jezabells.com>Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 12:20 PMSubject: FW: Jean, please read. Misinformation from Galahad
>>>From: "M.Millson" <michelle@twg-ohio.org>>>To:oggysbabe@hotmail.com>>Subject: Jean, please
read. Mis-information from Galahad>>Date: Sun, 12 Jun 2005 21:37:12 +0100>>>>Hi Jean,>>>>Wish
you had kept in touch when I was trying to call and e-mail you >>before. You may have guessed, I had given
up leaving messages on your >>answer machine. However, now I have found out the situation with the
>>Waltham Cross flat, we need to get it sorted.>>>>I have called the council and the arrears on the rent
were £2457.17 plus >>£254 to cover the notice period. The arrears on the Council Tax are >>£2311.28. This
means there is a total of £5022.45 owed. I have have to >>make arrangements to pay back in installments
as I certainly don't have >>that sort of money lying around and only earn a meager wage as I am live
>>in.>>>>I need you to call me as soon as you possibly can on 07843 XXXXXX or >>e-mail to make
arrangements to pay me back this money.>>>>Also, you said you would store my Television and DVD
player, so we need to >>make arrangements for me to retreive these or be re-embersed for them.>>>>I
deeply regret that things have come to this as I honestly considered you >>to be one of my best friends and
a trusted confident.>>>>I expect to hear from you soon.>>>>Mxxxxxx>>> Logged
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------I caused Punternet mods more work and aggravation than anyone in recent history, I continue to register
additional accounts on the message board & most seriously, I mis-used the Announcements Board to
perpetuate my abuse of other people after having been banned
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SOME HOME TRUTHS

Why not? Recently I was attacked by a group who at present are unknown to me although I have my
suspicions. The incident has been reported to the police in my county and it's been followed up on. I in the

mean time have taken it on myself to be armed which in the United Kingdom is illegal. Our police force
although adept at murdering innocent people believing they are terrorists (even though said person was
under surveillance for a while by members of the most elite group of law enforcement agents in the UK) .

I bring all this up because so desperate are they to discredit me that they made up the most vicious lies
about my medical history, about awful things like incest in my family and a host of ugly lies. They have now
taken to stalking a family member and even following the kids to school. More recently they placed a rather
fuzzy photo on the blog dedicated to me....It was of my sister leaving her home.

I don't know what the police will come up with but I strongly suspect its a combination of Kama of Kingston
handlers, Nadia Imani and a few others. Imani may have used her own family incest to concuct the lies
about me. Hers are quite well documented on some of the British message board as she tends to go off the
rail when she's drunk. She is also quite adept or her friedns are at hcking other sites. She's done it before to
another lady, various message board especiall the captain 69 board where I have emails she sent me giving
me access to peoples accounts.

Kama is a young Bangladeshi girl who has a very poor comman of English yet she is able to post articulate
posts way above the comprehension of a lot of escorts and lurkers than visit the message boards. She is
being pimped in the name of a cult out-lawed in in it's native India. Girls as young as 6 years old are
groomed to be prostitutes and have unprotected sex. More recently she claimed that one of the people
posting for her was a colluge of one of her tutors from college whose mother was a prostitute. Although
unable to speak english, and new to the country, she has been able to hire a receptionist, rent a qualid flat,
which has CCTV camaras and a driver.

Speaking of colleges, funny, but we haven't heard a peep in a whiule about her beeing at college. Kama
evidently doesn't go to school bought was probably brought into the country on a students visa. My site will
go into more details about what is know known as team Kama.

In the mean time here is some backgroudn knowledge on the Devadasi.

The reality of what is happening
Girl, 11, endured 'horrific' sex trafficking ordeal
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/south_yorkshire/8403411.stm

Police crackdown on sex 'carders'
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/8401622.stm

End Prostitution Now
A new organisation - http://www.endprostitutionnow.org/ - has emerged and is campaigning to end
Prostitution.

